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Behind the Beer: Backcountry’s First-Annual Beer Test
Contributed by Kalin Bucholz

The organized chaos that spills across my desk at the time of this writing tells the story of the first-annual Backcountry
Beer Test. Empty bottles, bombers and cans in all shapes and sizes look like a New York City skyline, and the stale-beer
stench permeates the air. There’s a mosaic of sticky notes across my computer screen and stacks paper with tester
comments blanket the remaining desktop surface like snow fall, only broken by piles of brewery stickers. We reached out
to more than 50 breweries and tasted more than 70 brews at the first-annual Backcountry Beer Test.
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My notebook represents ground zero of the beer test. After compiling a master list of mountain-town craft breweries, I
jumped into two straight weeks of researching, e-mailing and calling every brewery on that list. Because of production
and bottling limitations some couldn’t participate (and to those who didn’t, we’ll get after you next year). But we ended up
with dozens of breweries committed to sending product. Then things go heavy.
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It wasn’t a flood but a steady trickle of beer arriving at Backcountry’s doorstep from as close as Burlington, Vermont to as
far off as Talkeetna, Alaska. One day while bringing beer upstairs I realized I’d hauled some 30 boxes—30 glorious boxes
of mysterious craft beer. The final list showed exactly what we had in our possession: 77 different brews representing 27
breweries from 13 states. It was a thing of beauty.
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After the mystery wore off “phase two” began—planning the event. We love us some beer here at Backcountry, but needed
some help, so we brought in some award-winning home brewers, Jeff Schwartz and Mike Barb, who helped to structure
the test and bring validity to the comments of the rest of us beer connoisseurs/ski bums.
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Jeff rooted through the beer, diligently noting all the important characteristics—style, ABV, quantity and home-region. From
there, a picture emerged of what we had to work with. Ale was the dominant style, with everything from traditional ales to
pale, red, rye, IPA and double IPA.
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Finally, test day had arrived. We stored the beers in a snowbank on the office porch, like any good drinking town with a
skiing problem would. With the work day winding down our motley team of a dozen testers assembled for the task. Again,
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bringing in experts paid off as they jumped into action categorizing the beers into their respective styles. From there on
in, it was all tasting, commenting, scoring and palate cleansing.
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At one point, somebody proclaimed, “We are averaging 10 minutes per beer. At this rate we won’t finish for another 12
hours!” So we hunkered down and kept tasting, battled through a seemingly endless run of IPAs and wrapping up with the
porters and stouts. In the end, about 20 beers came out on top. Read about them all and find out which brews took home
Editors’ Choice in the February issue of Backcountry.
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